Abstract-For relativistic Cherenkov devices, we investigate the process of high-power microwave pulse generation with its phase correlating to the sharp edge of an e-beam current pulse. Our theoretical consideration is referred to quasi-stationary and superradiative (SR) generation regimes when spontaneous emission of the e-beam edge serves as the seed for the development of further coherent oscillations. Phase correlation of the excited microwave pulses with the characteristics of the current pulse front and/or an initial external electromagnetic pulse has been additionally confirmed by particle-in-cell simulations. Pulse-to-pulse stability of the radiation phase within several percents of the oscillation period makes it possible to arrange multichannel schemes producing mutually coherent microwave pulses. In the experiments that have been carried out, the cathodes of independent generators were powered by identical accelerating pulses from strictly synchronized voltage modulators, or by splitting the pulse from a single powerful modulator. For the 2-ns regime with the power of each Ka-band backward-wave oscillator about 100 MW, we demonstrate quadratic growth of the power density in the interference maximum of the directional diagram. In a short pulse SR regime, with the peak power of 600 MW in a single channel, for a four-channel 2-D array, we attained a 16-fold radiation intensity gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ROSPECTIVE scientific and technological applications stimulate interest in the generation of ultrahigh-power coherent radiation. Approaches that can be suggested to achieve this goal include the generation of radiation by a single source with an oversized electrodynamic system. In this case, special methods (for example, 2-D distributed feedback [1] , [2] ) are required to produce spatially coherent radiation. Other methods are based on time-amplitude highpower microwave (HPM) power compression schemes [3] and on the synchronization of a large number of moderate-power sources using a master oscillator [4] - [6] .
At the same time for short-pulse sources, in particular, for HPM oscillators based on Cherenkov radiation from relativistic electron beams moving in a slow-wave structure (SWS) [7] , [8] , there is an alternative opportunity associated with correlating the phase of a radiated pulse to the sharp edge of a current pulse. Actually, spontaneous emission of the bunch edge serves as the seed for stimulated processes that include electron self-bunching and subsequent radiation of a high-power electromagnetic (EM) pulse. If identical current pulses are sent simultaneously to several oscillators' channels, identical in-phase microwave pulses are generated and the coherent summation of their amplitudes is possible.
In fact, the methods of phase synchronization have been experimentally tested for two different types of operation regime. The first way is a conventional regime of a relativistic backward-wave oscillator (BWO) with quasi-stationary generation [9] . In such a regime, the parameters of generation (frequency and electron efficiency) are the same as in the steady-state regimes. Nevertheless, the phase of the generated signals is strongly correlated with the sharp edge of a current pulse. The second operating mode represents a regime of superradiance when the e-beam current pulse length is comparable with the cooperative length (see details in [7] and [8] ), and such an electron bunch emits a single radiation pulse with the peak power exceeding the power in a steady-state regime. It is obvious that for both mentioned operating regimes the phase coupling to the sharp edge of a current pulse permits one to control the phase by a precise time shift in the beam current front. It should be noted that the physical model describing the transformation of spontaneous Cherenkov radiation (i.e., the radiation from unperturbed moving particles without the reverse effect of the field [10] ) to stimulated radiation have been suggested in [11] . Development of such an analytical model (Section II), related particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (Section III), and presentation of the experimental results (Section IV) are the aims of this paper. In experiments carried out, for the first time, a 2-D array consisting of four synchronized Cherenkov superradiative (SR) generators has been realized, which allows extremely high EM fields in the millimeter band to be obtained.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL AVERAGED APPROACH

A. Basic Equations
The basic physics of the generation initiated by the radiation from the sharp edge of a current pulse can be understood from the fundamental model shown in Fig. 1(a) . We will assume that an extended electron bunch with length l b moves with the longitudinal velocity v 0 = β 0 c along a strong magnetic field in a planar waveguide with periodically corrugated walls: b(z) = b 1 sin(hz), where b 1 is the corrugation amplitude, h = 2πd, and d is the corrugation period. Under the assumption of small corrugation amplitude b 1 d, the structure of the radiated field is close to a TEM mode of the regular waveguide. However, since the electric field should be perpendicular to the metal walls of the slightly curved waveguide, a small longitudinal component of the electric field appears
Excitation of the TEM mode by an electron bunch can be described by the following equation [12] :
where b is the gap between the waveguide walls and J is the electron current.
We will represent the electron bunch as a set of macroparticles with a small length l and different initial positions over the longitudinal axis. The current of the macroparticle with the initial coordinate z 0 can be written as
−b/2 ρdx, ρ is the charge density, and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. According to (2) , the field excited in the waveguide by the current J is given by the relations
where ω ± = hν 0 /(1 ∓ β 0 ) and k ± = ω ± /c. The upper sign in (3) corresponds to radiation in the forward direction (z > z 0 + ν 0 t), and the lower sign-to radiation in the backward direction (z < z 0 + ν 0 t). Thus, a single particle moving through a corrugated waveguide radiates a highfrequency (HF) component in the direction of the electron movement and a low-frequency (LF) component in the opposite direction. The field radiated by the whole bunch is obtained by summation of the fields emitted by the individual macroparticles. In the approximation of the unperturbed motion of the electrons, this summation is reduced to the interference of the radiation from the front and trailing edges of the electron bunch. This emission should be interpreted as spontaneous with the total radiation power in the operating TEM mode defined by the formula
Significantly higher radiation power can be achieved if the particles' self-bunching is taken into account. This process is caused by the mutual influence of the electrons and, in fact, develops from the spontaneous emission mentioned above. For further analysis, it is convenient to introduce new independent variables ξ = z − v 0 t, τ = t in which the longitudinal coordinate is moving with the electron unperturbed velocity. In these coordinates, the field radiated by the macroparticle with the initial coordinate ξ 0 = z 0 is written in the following form:
where = hv 0 . Using the new variables and substituting (5) in (1), we derive the average longitudinal force with which the selected macroparticle acts on electrons in other macroparticles
where the upper sign + corresponds to the region ξ > ξ 0 , and the lower sign − to the region ξ < ξ 0 . Thus, in the frame of our model the electron bunch is described as gas of macroparticles interacting via the longitudinal force (6) with a profile shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is important to note that this force has an alternating sign, which leads to the development of self-bunching of the electrons. This process can be described by the averaged equations of the particles' motion in the form
where
is the propagation delay of the j th electron radiation at the position of the i th electron. The total EM field radiated by the whole bunch can be found as a sum of the fields (3) emitted by a single electron.
B. Initiation of Superradiance Pulse generation
Simulations of superradiance initiated by the radiation of an electron bunch edge were performed for the electron energy of 250 keV, the line current density of 850 A/cm, the gap between the waveguide plates of 0.2 cm, the corrugation period of 0.33 cm, and the corrugation amplitude of 0.013 cm. Under these parameters, the operating frequency was approximately 38 GHz. The current pulse duration was considered to be equal to 1 ns. The duration of the current pulse edges was approximately 300 ps. The self-bunching of electrons arising under the influence of the averaged force (6) is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In the simulations, it is observed that the backward-wave radiation with an LF has the decisive influence on the particles' motion. Correspondingly, the electrons are bunched in such a way that this component of radiation is amplified. The instantaneous distribution of the radiated field is shown in Fig. 2(b) . At the beginning (at t = 590 ps), it is spontaneous and caused by the radiation of the bunch front edge. Then the particles' self-bunching development leads to the amplification of the LF component and the generation of an SR pulse emitted in the −z-direction (at t = 740 ps and t = 890 ps). It is seen that the peak power of this LF component [ Fig. 2(b) , at t = 890 ps] significantly exceeds the power of the spontaneous radiation [ Fig. 2(b) , at t = 590 ps], as given by (4) . At the same time, the amplitude of the HF component radiated in the +z-direction remains practically constant at the level determined by formula (4).
C. Initiation of Long-Pulse (Quasi-Stationary) Generation
It is also possible to apply our simple model for the description of quasi-stationary emission initiated by the front edge of an electron bunch (beam) that is longer than the interaction space. In this case, the electrons leaving the SWS interrupt their interaction with the other electrons and so do not participate further in the radiation process. Therefore, such electrons can be eliminated from consideration. Depending on the electron bunch current and the length of the interaction space, it is possible to obtain three generation regimes: 1) stationary; 2) periodic self-modulation; and 3) stochastic self-modulation. The backward-radiated fields obtained in simulations for these three regimes of BWO operation are shown in Fig. 3 . The parameters of the SWS and the electron energy were taken the same as in Section II-B.
III. PIC SIMULATIONS
In addition to the above analytical consideration using an average approach (Section II), we performed direct PIC simulations (code KARAT [13] ) that give more evidence regarding the correlation of the phase-temporal structure of the radiated microwave pulses with the characteristics of the beam current front. Moreover, in the following, we present simulation results related to additional mechanisms of phase control based on the injection of an external short EM pulse.
A. SR Pulse Initiation by Leading Edge of Electron Beam
The model of the Ka-band SR generator used in the simulations (geometry of e-beam injector, cylindrical corrugated SWS, and topology of guiding magnetic field) is identical with that exploited in the experiments (see Fig. 4 ).
In the simulations, an infinite cathode emissivity approximation was applied. However, the beam emission onset at the voltage leading edge V 1 which rises linearly up to −300 kV for 300 ps [ Fig. 5(a) ] accounted for the delay of the explosive electron emission development at the graphite cathode [14] . It is important that the time of the electrons' acceleration in the cathode-anode gap is comparable to the rise time of the voltage pulse. As a result, kinematic effects [15] provide sharpening of the current I 1 front at the inlet of the SWS (z = 3.5 cm in Additional sharpening of the voltage front (compare V 2 and V 1 ) leads to the further shortening of the e-beam current edge (I 2 ). This is accompanied with the rise in d I /dt at the SWS input and, and hence, increases the intensity of the HF spectral components of the wideband initial spontaneous EM signal generated by this current front. A certain spectral component of the signal satisfies Cherenkov beamwave synchronism condition and stimulates development of SR emission [16] , [17] . This suggested physical mechanism explains the reason why the SR pulse SR 2 in Fig. 5(d) leads the nearly similar pulse SR 1 in Fig. 5(c) , while, on the contrary, the beam current edge of I 2 is delayed to some extent with respect to the current edge I 1 .
B. Quasi-Stationary BWO Generation Initiated by Beam Current Front
A distinctive feature of the BWO configuration providing quasi-stationary generation was a 40% reduced SWS length compared with that shown in Fig. 4 . This leads to an almost fivefold rise in the starting current required for generation (see [9] , [18] , and the references therein) when the parameters of the electron injector and the characteristics of the electron beam were nearly identical to those described above.
In the PIC simulations, phase correlation of the microwave pulse generated in the BWO is an obvious effect when the beam current edge retains its shape. Naturally, however, development of the generation is delayed to some extent with respect to the driving electron pulse. Fig. 6(a) demonstrates the build-up of quasi-stationary generation in the BWO with the beam power of ∼450 MW and the electron efficiency exceeding 35% [19] . This case corresponds to the results of the analytical model shown in Fig. 3(a) . However, even minor variations in the accelerating voltage front shape may change the onset time (and the phase) of the microwave pulse formation. For the purposes of illustration, we simulate Fig. 7 presents numerical simulations of initiation of SR pulse emission stimulated by an external short EM pulse. It contains only five oscillation periods at half-magnitude level. In fact, the rise time of the bell-shape pulse envelope was ten times shorter compared with the beam current leading edge (this front was specially extended to ∼1 ns). Besides, the width of the external pulse was much less than the time of its propagation along the SWS and approximately two times shorter than the duration/front of the excited SR pulse [ Fig. 7(b) ].
C. Initiation of SR Pulse Emission by an External EM Pulse
The following conditions should be satisfied for the effective action of a short seed microwave pulse.
1) The power of this pulse should exceed the level of the signal from the current edge.
2) The meeting of a seed pulse peak and the current front should be provided near the SWS input.
3) The meeting of a seed pulse peak and the current front should be provided at the moment of time when the electron energy at the current front attains the band of beam-wave Cherenkov synchronism. Under such conditions for the power ratio of ∼1.5 × 10 −4 , we clearly observed correlation of phases between the seed wave pulse and the excited SR 1 pulse. Fig. 7(c) and (d) demonstrates identical phase shift from 0 to π. Confirmations for intermediate shifts were also obtained.
In agreement with results [20] and [21] , where the influence of an external signal on operation of a long-pulse relativistic BWO was studied, we also observed that in the presence of a seed pulse, the pulse SR 1 formation occurs somewhat earlier than in the case of the free-running regime [see delayed dashed envelope of the pulse SR 2 in Fig. 7(b) ].
The use of an ultrashort seed EM pulse to control the phase of the SR source means that several such radiators could be phase synchronized from a single HPM source. As the peak power of a seed signal is only tens of kilowatts then many identical signals could be formed by splitting a single pulse from a master SR generator. This generator could be very similar to these under control. Thus, multichannel phaseadjustable arrays of SR generators could be created and utilize effectively the power of multigigawatt and even subterawattrange voltage modulators which usually form accelerating pulses with the rise time exceeding 1 ns. Another advantage of an external signal's phase control is the decreased stability requirements of the voltage and current fronts.
IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH IN-PHASE BWOs
A. Experimental Layout
Both quasi-stationary and SR Ka-band BWOs were tested in multichannel configuration. In the experiments, the closely identical nanosecond accelerating pulses that were applied to the explosive emission graphite cathodes were produced by two methods. In the first studies [22] , two RADAN-303 highvoltage drivers [23] based on a double pulsed forming lines were charged in parallel and then switched by a common, controllable gas spark gap to independent BWOs. The second device was built on the basis of a more powerful all-solid-state modulator with inductive energy storage and a semiconductor opening switch [24] . It was capable of driving up to four parallel Ka-band BWOs by a split voltage pulse. In both cases, the voltage pulse formed in each channel was additionally sharpened using a coaxial gyromagnetic nonlinear transmission line (NLTL) [25] . Steepness of the voltage rise time and its delay were controlled precisely (Fig. 8) with the change in saturation of the ferrite rings assemblies placed in the oil-filled insulation gap of the lines. To achieve this, an axial magnetic bias was independently varied by readjustment of the current in dc solenoids wound around the NLTLs.
In accordance with the consideration given in Section II and the PIC simulations presented in Figs. 3 and 6 , for coherent summation of microwave pulses from independent sources where the radiation phase is correlated with the beam current front, it is necessary to provide the stability of the beam formation within picoseconds. Fortunately, the possibility of such accuracy was practically demonstrated [26] and fully used in the experiments described in the following.
B. Summation of a Nanosecond HPM Pulses From Quasi-Stationary BWO
In the experiment with quasi-stationary BWOs, the transverse structure of the radiation from each oscillator corresponded to the excitation of the TM 01 mode of the cylindrical waveguide. In the output section, the radiated field was transformed to a Gaussian wave beam. From comparison of powers recorded from a single BWO and from two in-phase oscillators [see nearly identical traces (6) and (8) in Fig. 8 ], coherent summation of the wave beams in free space leads to a fourfold rise in radiation power density. It is important that such a coherent summation was over a long term, up to 100-200 periods of the microwave field. These results were reproducible for a set of sequential shots, as it presented in Fig. 9 . Thus very high stability of electron beams' fronts have been attained, including reproducibility of cathode emission [17] and successful suppression of probable shunting current emission from the stainless-steel cathodes' holders [27] .
C. In-Phased Superradiative Oscillators
In experiments with coherent summation of the emission from two-channels Ka-band SR oscillators [28] , we demonstrated high stability of the phases (∼2% standard deviation). The radiation power density with a single oscillator of power Signals of nonlinear microwave probe demonstrating the loss of coherency in summation of two SR pulses due to generation phase chaotization following the superradiation peak formation. (Fig. 4) by fast collector probe placed instead of SWS.
700 MW was equivalent to ∼(700 MW × 2 2 ) ≈ 3 GW for the two phased synchronized oscillators. It was also noted that the leading SR peak was very reproducible, with the power summation lose coherence for the tail fraction of the microwave signals (see Fig. 10 ) following the same general trend as given from analytical consideration for BWOs with chaotic generation development [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Fig. 11 demonstrates accelerating voltage pulse and e-beam current (the last was measured by collector probe [15] at the SWS inlet) both practically identical for each electron injector of the four-channel SR BWO. As it was valid earlier in the experiment [28] , the fast portion in the rise time of current pulse [rectangle in Fig. 11(b) ] exhibits d I /dt ≥ 5 kA/ns. This parameter is accompanied with electrons' energies [top amplitude inside rectangle in Fig. 11(a) ] which definitely satisfied Cherenkov synchronism. This was sufficient for coherent summation of four SR pulses [11] , as it is presented in Fig. 12 . Here one can compare the microwave detector signal envelope [ Fig. 12(a) ] from one of the four SR BWOs (as it was measured in the far field zone at the axis of the 2-D antenna array) and the integral signal [ Fig. 12(b) ] obtained with summation of four SR pulses and recorded at the same point of space. The last measurement was made with a −12-dB attenuation, i.e., the microwave power in the receiver was reduced by sixteen times. Equality of the amplitudes of the signals presented in Fig. 12(a) and (b) demonstrates a quadratic rise of the radiation power flux density in the maximum of the interference pattern [ Fig. 12(c) and (d)] . Reproducibility of the integral signal from pulse to pulse in Fig. 12(b) proves the stability of the SR phases of all four BWOs and the coherent nature of the summation.
Thus, we attained a power flux density that is equivalent to a single Ka-band microwave oscillator having similar-aperture horn antenna and an output power of (600 MW × 4 2 ) ≈ 10 GW. This performance was not previously attained if no measures were taken to focus the microwave beam in free space [30] . With that, at a distance of 1 m from the antennas' array, the maximum power flux density was as high as 10 MW/cm 2 , and the strength of the electric field attained there ∼140 kV/cm. This is almost five times higher than dc breakdown strength (30 kV/cm) for atmospheric air at normal conditions. However, no breakdowns were observed in free space within the directional pattern, as for the time interval as short as ∼200 ps, we obtained earlier [30] the microwave breakdown threshold rise above 150 kV/cm. At the same time, there were visually recognizable breakdowns of air near each vacuum window of the horn antennas (Fig. 13) . Here, estimates show the E-field maximum value approaches 200 kV/cm. However, the removal of these sparks using SF 6 gas isolation of the windows [30] changed the envelopes of recorded SR pulses [ Fig. 12(a) ] very little, if at all. This confirms the incomplete nature of observed subnanosecond RF breakdowns and gives a chance to increase HPM power density in ambient air to an even higher value.
V. CONCLUSION
Suggested theoretical analysis and direct PIC simulations demonstrate the possibility of initiation of Cherenkov stimulated emission by spontaneous emission of the electron beam leading edge. If identical current pulses are sent simultaneously to several channels, identical in-phase microwave pulses will be generated and the coherent summation of their amplitudes is possible. These methods of phase synchronization have been experimentally tested for two different types of operation regimes. The first one is a conventional regime of relativistic BWO quasi-stationary generation [9] . The second operation mode represents a regime of superradation when the e-beam current pulse length is comparable with the beamwave interaction length [7] , [29] . For a long pulse (∼2 ns) regime with the power of each Ka-band BWO about 100 MW, we have demonstrated quadratic growth of the power density in the interference maximum of the directional diagram. In a short pulse SR regime with peak power of 600 MW in a single channel, for four-channel 2-D array we increased the intensity of the microwaves by a factor of 16.
We have grounds to believe that the above innovatory approach opens up new opportunities in the generation of microwave pulses with extremely high power density in multichannel sources with controlled distribution of the HF phase in each of them.
